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Abstract - The formation 01 a new type o/ specialist in
document management has been pul fOfWard, who ls able,
among other /une/fans, to partic/pate in Informa/ion Systems
development projects, with the assignment 01 carrying out
activities reJa/ed to the planning, design, indexing, retrieval
and distribution 01 the documents used The term "Document
Engineer" ls defined as a new type 01 documenta/ion expert,
who will have great impact in thefuture.
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1 !ntI'o!!ucti!!!!
The documentation generated during Infonnation

System development is the integrating element of the different
activities and participants which are involved, in one way or
another, throughout the life-cyc1e ofthe system and, however.
it is an aspect to which traditionally very little attention has
been paid. This faet. as Sornmerville [21] affirms, has been
precise1y what was held up the maintenance of Information
Systems throughout the entire history ofcomputing.

The growing concern OVer this subject has led
organizations like ISO and ANSI. to justify those documents
management; it must be considered as a process among those
which make up the software life-cyc1e. In the case of ISO, in
its nonn 12207 [13] lhe process of documentation fonns par!
oí the designated "support processes" group, together with
others like those of the configuration management, the quality
assurance or the auditing,. As for ANSI, in the standard 1074
[1] it is considered to be one of the fOUT "integral processes"
(the others are "verification and validation". "software
configuration management" and "training") necessary to
successfully complete a11 the activities in a development
project. guaranteeing an adequate level of quality. In the norm
900I about quality systems [12] and in its corresponding
application guide in lbe case of software development [11],
ISO also establishes the need to see the documentation control
as one of the necessary procedures for software quality
assurance.

To carry out aH the documentary activities required by
these and other standards, we need the participation of

documentation experts who can take charge of implantation,
in software development organizations, of Document
Management Integrated Systems, which, besides the
generation and editing of documents, backs up other functions
related to the plarming, design, indexing. retrieva1 and
distribution of aH the documents involved in the development
process. In the fol1owing sections. we wil1 establish the
professional profile and assignment of those specialists in
documentation who must collaborate with software designers
to finally obtain Infonnatión Systems with an adequate leve1
of quality.

2 The Professional Profile of Document

The Document Engineer, who forros part of an
Informatíon System development project, should be a person
with a solid trainíng in the field of Documentation Sciences,
as well as possessing k:nowledge of general doeumentary
needs, which may come up during the project. The subject in
matter, which a professional person ofthis type should master,
is related to: computer scíenee. library science, docwnentary
analysis. docmnentary languages, archival management.
information retrieval, planning and evaluation of
documentation systems, workflow and hypennedia. The
convenience of knowledge of these disciplines and their
possible application in the field of Infonnation - Systems
development is justified as foIlows.

• Library Science: The techniques and procedures used in
the field of librarianship can be perfectly applicable in
the case of software development organizations, when
the size of the handled documents is great. establishing
a11 the elements of the doeumentation chain and so
facilitating the location of documents need to carry out
different tasks within the organization.

• Archival Management: Knowledge of the basics of this
discipline al10ws the Docurnent Engineer to apply
adequate methods and techniques in order to obtain a
correct conservation and diffusion of documentation
resourees in the Information Systems development
process.
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• Documentary Analysis: The objective of Documentary
Analysis is to abbreviate the representation of the
documenCs fonn and contents, so as to facilitate, in the
future, their search and retrieval. In the particular case of
documentary analysis of the contents. this representation
receives the name oí index, existing thereby standardized
methods of selecting from a documentary language,
usually oí the thesaurus type, the indexing terros that
make up the index of a documeul [10]. Iu the case of
software development, the documentary analysis should
be one of the main functions of the Document Engineer,
as the efficiency of the searches which are carried out
throughout the project, and which can greatly influence
its correet development, depends on the correet
elaboration of the indexes.

• Documentary Languages: Documentary Languages,
especi.lIy lhe lhesaurus of deseriplors [9J, are those thal
give the tenns which can be associated with the
documents during the analysis to obtain a precise
representation of the contents of the document. There
bave been a great number of tbese types of languages
which are specific for the contents of universe of
discourse to which the documents (medicine, economy.
etc.) refer. The Document Engineer should lmow how to
elaborate a documentary language for any field of
application, since be should be familiar with the tenns
adapted to software development needs and so he may
be able to carry out the analysis of each one of the
generated documents.

• Planning and Evaluation o/ Documentation Systems:
Anotber subject that should be present in the Document
Engineer's curriculum is a reference to tbe way of
planning and evaluation of the impact of the
implantation of documentation uníts and systems in tbe
organization. The professional person who becomes a
member of a software development project needs to
know these subjects as he must participate in the
elaboration of the Project Development Plan, whicb
concerns the planning of a11 the related aspects, both
with the documentation which must be generated during
the selfsame project and with that atready in existence
and which must be used in the said project.

• Document Management Systems: A Document Engineer
should be familiar witb the use of software tools such as
Document Management Systems (or Document-based
Information Systems), which allow the automated
control of documents throughout íts complete life-cycle
in an organization, from its initiat creation to its final
tiling, thus, offering for ~ís function mechanisms of
edition, identification, storage, fo11ow up, retrieval and
presentation of documents. Since most documents used
by the information system development organizations
are electronic, the convenience of incorporating tools of
this type to facilitate their management is evident.

• Workjlow: In organizatíons, especially in software
developrnent, people work together withín a collective
framework of cornmunication, collahoratíon and
coordination. The lmowledge, on the part of the
Document Engineer, of design methods and techniques
of workflow models that take into account these three
aspects is fundamental in order to exercise control over
the documents that círculate within the organization.
This professional person must be aware of
recommendations, regarding this task, establisbed by
intemational institutions tike Workflow Management
Coatition [16], and by national institutions (in Spain, the
nonu ESTROFA published by the Miuistty for Publie
Admiuistratious [7]). He musl a1so be familiar with aud
know how to use Document Management Systems which
incorporate mechanisms of this type, usualIy under the
epigraph ofgroupware [19J.

• Hypennedia: A Document Engineer should have
adequate training in multimedia an hypennedia
technology, not only regarding the edition of these types
of documents, but also tbe application of modeling
techniques which pennits the carrying out of a design
before the edition, which contemplates characteristics
such as synchronization of multimedia contents, the
possibilities of hypermedia navigation and the user
inlerface .speel [20]. This will allow him to apply il to
the case of the documentation that must be carried out
throughout a software project.

• Computer Science: It is evident that the aforementioned
subjects presuppose a training in the field of computer
scíence, since most of those disciplines make use of
computer technologies; for example, the use of
Document Management Systems requires a certain
knowtedge of the computing medium upon whicb
operatíons are carried out (computer. operating system)
and, if groupware functions are incorporated, a
knowledge of computer cornmunications (electronic
mail, Internet, Intranet, etc.). In the case of the
Doeument Engineers who join an Infonnation System
development project, they should also have rudiments of
Software Engineering and they should be familiar with
the development methodology used in the organization,
including the types of documents required by this.

Regarding on the currículum of a professional person ín
Documentation Scíences, if there is a special prominence in
these disciplines, this person will have an adequate profile to
be part of a Infonnation System development team in any
organization and he will be able to carry out the
corresponding functions within software projects, wbicb witl
be described in the following section.
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3 Functions of a Document Engineer in
Software Projects
The incorporation of documentation experts in

Infonnation System development projects will allow liS to
improve the fulfillment of the requirements demanded by the
nonns. standards and methodology on software quality and
processes applicable to the project. Far this, the professional
persan wiIl be assígned a group of documentary tasks related
to: tbe planning and design prior to the production of
documents; the creation or selection of documentary language
that are most adequate for the project (for example thesaurus);
the analysis of documents produced, by means of an indexing
process, to assígn the tenns fraro the documentary language
which will enable llS to represent their contents; and the
selection of search language used in the exploitation of the
documents during the software development and subsequent
maintenance. The objective of these activities is briefly
described as follows:

3.1 Documentation Planning

One of the functions that a Document Engineer should
manage is the study of the documentation needs for the
software project which wiIl be developed. The result of this
study should be gathered in a "Documentation Plan" which
t5tabUslle5, aii.lüiJg üthci' things, thc typc cf dccurner:t te be
elaborated, the technology to be used and the sequence of
operations for the production and distribution of the
documents. Moreover, for the construction of the
documentary language, which will be used during the
indexing to facilitate the searches, is carried out during the
Information System development and maintenance. To
elaborate this plan, at least the following task must be carried
out within the project:

• To identify the documentation needs, which means the
carrying out of an analysis of the different types of
documents that must be produced and will nonnally
come with the methodology used in the Infonnation
System development?

• To establish the level of appropriate detail for the
documents according to the type of project as weU as the
interrelation of each document to the others.

• To plan the storage of the documents, envisaging its
organization in high Jevel structures (folders, document
databases, etc.) whose arrangement fol1ows a fixed set
criteda.

• To work out a sequence of operations for the production
of documents and their distribution for audience
approva1.

• If a documentary language is found, it is necessary to
elaborate it in order to facilitate the searches during the
exploitation and maintenance of the docurnents, sueh
language must undergo a process ofconstruetion.

• To describe, according to economic eriteria, the most
appropriate altemative technology for the
implementation of the documentation activities in the
project.

To carry out these activities, the Document Engineer
must use teclmiques related te: planning; cost estimation; and
specification of the workflow involved in the production and
distribution of documents, as they are nonnally used in the
field ofgroupware [14].

3.2 Documentation Design

When designing the characteristics of the documents to
be produced witbin a software project, the Document
Engineer must also intervene by roeans of a description of aH
the necessary aspects for the document's construction. In this
sense, the Document Engineer must undertake the following
functions:

• To work out a structure which allows us to identify the
p~rts ()f the: clocnment~ and their reiationship and
simplify their maintenance.

• Define the dynamics or life-cyc1e of the documents that
complement the fonner static dimension in order to
obtain a complete description of software development
project documentation.

• As an option, to add hypennedia specifications in the
documentation design to show the possibilities of
navigation through hyper-links.

• To establish the characteristics of document interface
with the audience, bearing in mind its determinant
influence over the understanding of its contents.

AH these aspects of design must be gathered in different
conceptual models elaborated by means of adequate
techniques. A foeus on object orientation can be adopted by
adapting sorne of the existing modeling methods in the field
of Software Engineering (for example UML [5]) lo lhe
particular case of document objects. For hypermedia
documentation and user interface design we can also apply
objecl orienled lechniques like EORM [15] or ADV [26]
respectively.

3.3 Documentary Language Elaboration

One ofthe exclusive functions ofthe Document Engineer
is the elaboration of a language which gathers the terrninology
used both in the context of the project (conditioned, above al1,
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by the development melhodology that is followed) and in the
application dornaio of the Information System which will be
developed. This Ianguage must allow us to represent~ by
meaos of indexes, the knowledge contained in the generated
documents, to facilitate the carrying out of searches. first
during the execution of the project, and afterwards during
software maintenance.

Because it is a very precise type of documentary
language which offers many facilities in the future fonnulation
of search enquiries, tbe use of tbesaurus would be very
appropriate [9]. This construction involves the establishment
of tenns (descriptors, non-descriptors, compound descriptors,
groups of descriptors) and semantic relationships among tenns
extracted from thematic dornain, dealt with the documentation
software project. The Document Engineer in charge of the
elaboration of the thesaurus must coIlaborate with the
Software Engineer, receiving proposals of inclusion of new
tenns from tbem, depending on how the execution of the
project progresses.

3.4 Indexing the documentation

To facilitate the work of a person involved in an
Infonnation System developrnent, who constantly need to
consult documents formerly elaborated within the project (for
example, a programmer will consult design documents,
whereas a designer those pertaining to analysis, etc.), the
Document Engineer must cany out a documentary analysis of
each documents produced, identi:(ying the indexing terms,
which will constitute a reduced model (index); tbis then wiU
represent its infonnative contents and wiIl facilitate search of
documents in the future. Documentation indexing of a project
wiIl simpliry its maintenance since whenever changes wiIl be
included in any docurnent; it will be possible to work out with
others whieh will be affeeted and will be able lo evaluale the
consequences that the changes suppose.

If he possesses the adequate technology, besides
assigning terros extracted from documentary Ianguage (for
example, thesaurus) whose elaboratíon, as indícated in the
former section, is aIso his task. The Document Engineer must
also be able to put into effect an associative indexing that
allows hypermedia navigation by means of establishing
hyperlinks among the different contents of the documents. To
facilitate the maintenance ofthese links especial1y with a large
amount, he must use sorne modeling techniques which
proceed from the link structure established for the associative
indexing, which gathers a11 the possibilities for navigation
through the project documents. There are a few techniques of
this type the Document Engineer should know, they are
nonnally based on tIle theory of graphs, as lhe designated
OCPN (Objeet Composition Petri Net) [18] or lhe well-known
IDM (Interaetive Dynamie Map) [27].

3.5 Document Control

The control of project documents is another of the
Document Engineer functions, both the documentation quaJity
control and its final distribution and filing control. In the first
case, he must carry out a control of the different factors that
direetIy affeet lhe quality of eaeh of the doenments, like lhe
structure detennined by its contents, the format and the style
of writing. To do this, he must consider the documentation
norms and standards previously established in the
organizalion and lhe reeornmendalion ofexperts [3], [4], [17].

The distribution and filing of the documents must be
controlled in order to assure there is complete fulfillment of
those which have been established in the project's
"Docwnentation Plan", regarding the way in which each of
the generated documents must circuIate, and regarding policy
of storage and custody of the original copies and the
management ofdocuments elaboration.

As to distribution control, this can be greatly simplified
using a workflow system which allows us to design and to
carry out models of automated distribution, which can
guarantee Ít, when any project participant wiIl execute a task
can automatícally receive the documents he needs [14].

4 Automation of Documentation
Systems Analysis Requirements
Once considered the effort to be accomplished in

software documentation, we are going to consider how
recently, at software industry, new scenarios have emerged for
automatic documentation on the various phases of product
analysis. In this sense, within the requirements analysis,
known as the phase where you wiH discover the processes,
customer's needs are specified, negotiated and validated; and
despite being billed as nEngineering", there is not much of a
documentation management methodology. In other words, the
method, which sets out the stages of documentation, is neither
c1earIy established, nor the accurate documentation of the
types of requirements. In this sense there are two projects
which can help us: the first project is caIIed SDML (Scenario
Description Markup Language) which proposes not onIy the
use of this language to define scenarios, but also an entire
process of scenario development (SMDP), carried out with a
modeIing environment (SME) based on SDML. The seeond
one, called REM (Requirement Engineering Methodology), is
strictly a project which manages requirements, comprising by
the definition of a new Ianguage and an editing tool.

Syslem SDML has a XML Ianguage lo define the
scenarios (ordered set of peer interaction -system and actors-),
which is the basis for a process of developing scenario models
(SMDP), and it has a nnmber oflabels among whieh highlight:

- <actor>, person or system with a role on the scenario.
- <item>, physical item or information should be

available on the scenario.
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Figure 2; MDA composition.

5 Automatic Documentation Software
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The consortium of computer industry standards for the
specification of OMG has defined a set of specifications
covering the process of standardizing the documentation of a
software project.

Inside lhe REM tool is displayed lhe XML file wilh a
graphicaI environment which allows for user editing to work
wilh il cornfortably. If lhe XSD scherna defines lhis as lhe
standard language. portability would be achieved between
CASE tools for requirements management. as proposed by
SDML.

MOF (Mela-Objecl Facíiity) is an inlegralion framework
for defining extensible, handling and integrating data and
metadata in an independent way of the platfonn used. MOF
based standards are used in integrating tools, applications and

Moreover, under the heading of software design
documentation, scenarios are being considered: MDA, MOF
andXMI.

The aim of MDA is to enable modeling of data and
ccmputer-re:dab!e application, '.l!hich will aUow gr~M~r

flexibility in the areas of implementation. integration.
maintenance and testing and simulation.

The rnodel-based archilecture (MDA - Modei Driven
Architecture) is a proposal by the OMO consortium to
separate the business logic and application of the technology
plalform, wJúch supports (OMO, 2003 [23]). With MDA, il is
possible to make an application model or models of behavior
and functionality of systems; theoretically on any platform.
public or prívate. including Web Services, NET. CORRA and
J2EE. These independent platfonn models document. the
business logic and functionality regardless of the specific
technology that implements i1.

..
Iflll1fnot

Figure 1: Architecture ofREM to01 (Durán, 2000 (6])

The other view is obtained using the tool REM [6]. It is a
visual environment to define and handle any requirements of a
software project, which al10ws direct export to XML. The tool
al10ws the manipulation of the requirements of projects with
such information and generates XML files, and when
combined with XSL sheets it generates HT.iv1L pagt:;s. That
can be considered as the final documentation, based on a
WYSIWYO (Whal yau see is whal yau gel) philasophy, and
can be distributed via the Internet, facilitating group work
a1though its members are geographically dispersed.

The separation of information from its representation
lhrough lhe cornbined nse ofXML and XSL allows, exlemally
to the tool, to represent the same infonnation in different
ways, facilitating the adaptation of document fonnats te the
needs ofdifferent users.

InternalIy, the architecture of the tool follows the
document-víew model imposed by the application framework,
based on a document which automatically generates
applícation generator MS Visual C ++ version 6.0. which was
used for the environment implementation.

- <action» action taken by an actor.
- <interaction>, tuple [<actor>,<action>,<item>] which

describes an interaction in the [onu of action
performed by an actor with 3n item.

- <goal>, expected result in a scenano, after the'
interactions.

- <trigger>, initial interaction that triggers aH subsequent
interaction flow.

- <precondition>, prerequisite on the scenario.
- <postcondition>. consequence it must occur as an

erreet ofthe implementation stage.

Pr<>fM~
d'J Ittg;mll11fa
r!flRequl$/lll$

(MSA'_97)

It is probable lhal in lhe near future SDML wil! be
nominated as a standard language ror describing scenarios,
since the possibilities of this language seem limitless. And in
the game way. the authors extend the idea to other areas of
software tire cyc1e, such as test cases or state diagrams; it will
probably end resulting in the generation of extensions to treat
the vast majority of areas encompassed in the analysis phase
wilhin lhe software life cycle [2].
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data (OMG, 2006). This teehnology prevides a model
repository which may be used for specifying and maniputating
models, promoting consistency in the handling ofmorlels in aH
phases ofuse ofMDA (OMG, 2002 [22]).

The meaning of metadata is literally data that represents
and defines properties for raw data. Metadata was the tenn
originally applied only to data models (e.g. database sehemas
in which the metadata is the name ofthe columns and tables).
Currently, in the MDA wor14 are inetuded as metadata UML
morlels, workflow morlels, business process mode1s, business
rules, service definitions. configuration and deployment
descriptors, and so on.

The MOF standard specifies a language for morleling
metadata. A model of a metadata type is called a metarnodeJ,
so it could recognize the language as a language of MOF
metamode!. The UML language is a subset of the MOF
metamodeJ, so in practice we use UML modeling tools to
ereate metamodels that eonforro to MOF (Frankel, 2006).

XMI (XML Metadata Interehange) is an integralion
framework for defining, exchanging XML data and objects.
XMI-based standards are u5ed for integrating tool5,
repositories, applications and data warehouses. XMI provides
rules by which a schema can be generated for each valid
metamodel hased on MOF and XMI communieable (OMG,
2006 [25]). XMI provides a mapping of MOF to XML. As
long as MOF and XML technologíes have been developed,
XMI mapping has been updated in order to eomply with the
latest versions ofthose speeifieations (OMG, 2006 [25]).

In practíce, XMI ís the language that describes portab1e
UML models between design tools; however, it doesn't specify
yet how to record graphical information, such as co10rs, sizes
or orientations on the graph, because each tool does it itself.

In systems that are currently developed, tbe applications
are so large that they no longer develop stand-alone systems;
applications are developed from existing components and use
corumon services typically used in the implementation. Sínce
the networks, especially the Internet, facilitate interoperability,
applications today need to interact with other applications and
share infonnation with them.

Through tbe modeling, architects and designers can
better tackle the complexity of software systems. The model
allows the separation of design and implementation.
Implementation details are not captured, nor the semantics of
interoperability is identified, nor the data exchange formats,
whích limits the mode1. To provide a comprehensive
definition of the application, the architect needs to specify
operational semantics, constraints and information exchange
formats in addition to the abstract design represented by the
mode!.

The three pillars on which underpin the development of
software according to the OMG are: UML, MOF and XMI.
MOF meta-metamodel is used to completely describe the
software arehiteeture (OMO, 2002 [22]). That is, il describes
the modeling languages as UML, a set of metamodels such as
CCM (CORBA Component Model), EJB (Enterprise
JavaBeans), and many other metamodels. MOF also contains
a set of rules that specify the interoperability and exchange
format ofits meta. MüF-based arclútecture enables
appJicatíons 10 be described froro different levels of
abstraction.

6 Conclusions
The documentation generated in the Information

Systems Development projects will enable us to carry out the
correct maintenance of such systems. Tbe development
methodologies defined in the field of Software Engineering
and lhe related standards (ISO 12207, ANSIIIEEE 1074, ISO
9001, etc.) do not ignore this fact, demanding tbe generation
of different types of documents and, in sorne cases,
estabJisbing document management procedures.

When the size of the intended documentation is
considerable, it is necessary to do it in a disciplined way
following a method of engineering susceptible to automation
[8]. The idea is to see the documentary process as a work of
(document) engineering which must be carried out by
professionals with an extensive training in the fle1d of
Documentation Sciences and in the area of Information
Technology. This professionaI person is the Document
Engineer. In this artícle we estabJished the general guidelines
for tbe currículum of these new professionals who, as well as
knowing the fundamentals of fonnerly created documents,
must also be capable of producing abstract models of the
static and dynamic structure of documents which must be
generated.

This last aspect is not normally dealt with documentation
studies. taught at universities (in Spain, the Documentation
Degree) which are aimed more towards the training ofpersons
who will practice in librarles or documentation services.
Subjects related to design modeling and document
construction should be added 10 these studies in order to be
designated the title of Document Engineering, from which
Infonnation Systerns development companies can feed for the
incorporation ofDocument Engineers, who will work together
with Software Engineers, carrying out tbose activities related
to documentation, like planning, design, indexing, control,
etc. In the artic1e we describe such activities, wbich justify tbe
presence of these professional peop1e in the development of
Information Systems.
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